




































After Kenji Miyazawa resigned from his teaching position at Hanamaki agricultural school, he
started to work on his reformation plan of rural societies by promoting farmers’ art activities and
improving their agricultual skills. Although this attempt was failed at short, his enthusiasm for
reformation of rural societies never ran out. It is reflected on his writing works that Kenji Mi­
yazawa believed reformation of rural societies could be realized by functioning agricultual coop­
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1912? 1915? 1920? 1925? 1930? 1935? 1940?
????? 9683 11509 13442 14517 14082 15028 15101
????????? 95 129 229 364 474 580 771
1??????????? 112 124 188 272 360 418 550
??????????? 44 107 184 269 342 406 520









1913? 14 12 18 22 1
1917? 22 18 25 30 6
1920? 33 22 36 44 12
1927? 52 38 59 66 24
1931? 62 48 69 87 30
1933? 66 58 72 87 41
1935? 72 69 77 91 49
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